Public Engagement Principles: • Evidence informed • Belief that we can effect change • Every voice is heard • Transparent & Open • Accountable • Transformative

Launches the public engagement, starts to build momentum to explore possible solutions allow people to contribute to the shaping of the reform, to connect and share ideas, provide feedback to government on how the CJ reform could be different and to go home and take action in their communities

Commence Appointment process for Advisory Group

S9(2)(a)

Summit pro work commences Engage with wider groups to collaborate on the design and development of themes and format

12 July 2018

Letter issued to Ministers requesting nominations

12 July 2018

Online expression of interest live via safeandeffectivejustice.govt.nz

12 July 2018

Advisory Group inaugural meeting

31 July 2018

Proposed date to close registrations

August 2018

Proposed cut off for final confirmation of attendance

August 2018

Criminal Justice Reform Summit

The Summit

MCs: Marcus Akusha-Brown, Alison Mau

Reception: Grand Hall, Parliament

Prime Minister’s address:
• Set the challenge for the summit
• Articulate the vision for future CJ and how we do this work.

Minister Little:
• Launch the public conversation and articulate his commitment to the vision

Facebook live: Ministers Little, Davis and Nash
By invite: include Advisory Group and key speakers, Ngāti Toa & Porirua City Council.

Day 2: Context

Haka Pōwhiri

Introduction and orientation
• MCs introduce themselves • Porirua Deputy Mayor Izy Ford welcomes attendees to Porirua and the Summit (TBC) • S92(a)

S92(a)

Chair of Advisory Group introduces the Advisory Group members • Minister Little to outline the intent and mandate for the Summit, and acknowledge some participants experience with the system

Individual reflection – share at table

Listening to lived realities:
• Under Secretary Logie opening comments and introduce lived experience of interacting with being effected by the system

Yesterday & today – Ministers/CVA:
• Minister Davis opens the session talking about the disproportionate number of Māori in the system
• Move into three panels on:
  • Victims (led by Dr Kim McGregor)
  • Too many Māori in the system (led by Minister Davis)
  • System issues for preventing crime (led by Minister Nash)

Hope:
• Minister Sio introduces the session
• Judge Becroft discussing the youth justice sector and how we can learn from it
• TBC speakers discussing programmes in their communities
• Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern (by video)

Closing perspective on the day

Minister Little supported by Ministers Davis and Nash

Day 3: Context

Reflections from Day 2

Led by MCs and Ministers

Shift from past to future:
• Minister Davis highlights Corrections programme of change
• Breakouts on the following focus areas:
  • Leading change
  • Preventing harm
  • Keeping people safe in communities
  • More effective responses
  • Supporting people in prison and their families
  • Supporting whānau
  • Improving waiora
  • Tackling bias

Long term vision:
• MCs and group of 17 year olds open the session
• Small group sessions discussing the long term vision

Playback following past to future sessions

A call to action:
• Come together to unite on a personal call to action and empower participants to be advocates within their communities led by MCs and the group of 17 year olds

Closing of Summit

MCs supported by Ministers

Countdown to the Summit

suggestions for invites to be sent to: safeandeffectivejustice.govt.nz